
ExEcutivE Summary
This plan book has been prepared by the student members of Temple 
University’s National Student Advertising Competition team. The 
NSAC team has developed an integrated and multi-platform marketing 
solution for the Glidden paint brand within all Walmart stores in the 
U.S. The campaign will run from May 2014 through September 2014 
with a $10 million budget. 

This advertising campaign directly targets all of the consumer 
segments: Millennials, Female DIYers, and Baby Boomers. In order 
to effectively reach three diverse segments, the Temple NSAC Team 
determined the needs of these consumers through primary and 
secondary research. Our research resulted in the overarching discovery 
that painting is thought of as a chore involving tedious research, 
planning, and preparation. 

Through the Glidden-Walmart partnership, consumers are offered 
the convenience of purchasing all of their painting products at their 
local Walmart, while also enabling consumers to produce quality DIY 
projects at an affordable price. 

Our campaign emphasizes the quality Glidden brings to Walmart, while 
inspiring redecoration and DIY projects among consumers. Our goals 
are to encourage current Walmart consumers and attract new female 
DIY consumers to consider purchasing Glidden paint at Walmart.

Our use of social media, relatable messaging and appealing creative 
design will establish a Glidden brand identity and provide inspiration 
for DIY projects. The redesign of the Glidden website and mobile app 
will be tailored to enforce Glidden’s DIY inspiration, helpfulness, and 
quality. Overall design and media placement will be tailored to inspire 
paint projects among each of the three female segments. 
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Millennials find inspiration from their peers and are most likely to trust 
their peers over other sources. Social networks like Pinterest fuel their 
social and creative drive.

Female DIYers are inspired by life changes, such as buying a new home 
or welcoming a new baby. As their lives evolve, so does their physical 
and aesthetic environment. 

Baby Boomers find their inspiration for home improvement projects 
when their space begins to feel outdated.

mEthOdOlOgy

Survey were conducted online and focused primarily on digital 
engagement regarding social network and mobile app usage in 
order to gain insight into the technographics of our target. 

Millennial Melissa, 22
Recent graduate, has an entry-level job, enjoys 
catching up with friends and trying new things.

• Renting her first apartment
• Likely to use paint in untraditional ways
•   Watches tutorials and browses social media 

for DIY inspiration
•  Inspired by the creativity of her peers and 

eager to express her individuality
• On a tight budget, all projects are 
• Likely to use bold, bright colors 
• Spends 4-6 hours online per day 

6 Mintel. (2009). DIY in a Down Economy - US - February 2009. Retrieved October 10, 2012 from Mintel Oxygen database. 7 Nielsen. (2010). The Coupon Comeback. Retrieved November 15, 2012 from Nielsen Newswire. 8 Mintel. (2011). Media Usage and Online Behavior- US - October 2011. Retrieved November 6, 2012 from Mintel Oxygen database.9 Mintel. (2012). DIY Retailing - US - April 2012. Retrieved March 5, 2013 from Mintel Oxygen database. 10 Baby Boomers: Do-It-For-Me generation. May 2005. Retrieved November 13, 2012 from CNN Money. 

Walmart Wendy, 32
Mom & school teacher, enjoys spending time 
with her family and staying fit.

• First-time homeowner 
• Has some experience with home improvement
•    Relies on HGTV and HGTV.com for  

professional advice 
• Inspired by magazines and life changes 
•  Budget conscious but will pay more for quality 
•  Focused on finding a specific color rather than 

a specific brand
• Spends 2-4 hours online per day 
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Savvy susan, 55
Full-time nurse, enjoys cooking, gardening, 
and spending time with her family.  

• Long-time homeowner
• Has experience with home improvement 
•  Reads better homes & gardens and good 

housekeeping magazines
•  Discusses DIY projects with peers and relies 

on consumer reviews
•  Heavy coupon user; enticed by value
• Enjoys muted, calm colors 
• Spends 0-3 hours online daily 

MILLENIALS

WOMEN OF WALMART

BABY BOOMERS

MILLENIALS

WOMEN OF WALMART

BABY BOOMERS

MILLENIALS

WOMEN OF WALMART

BABY BOOMERS

millENNialS
•  These visually-oriented shoppers will tweet 

and text about special deals in real-time while 
shopping about what looks good in their 
world, where they are located, and anything 
exciting that catches their eye. 1

•  Millennials don’t like to waste time in-store, 
shop less than most other age groups but 
buy more per trip as a result. 2

•  Gen X and Millennials are most likely to use 
shopping lists. 3

FEmalE diyers
•  54% of this demographic have painted an 

interior wall during the past year, 35% have 
painted interior ceilings in the past year. 4

•  About 16% are spending more time on DIY due 
to being laid off from a job. 5 

•  Female DIYers make up the largest segment of 
Pinterest (27%). 6

• High coupon usage (59%). 7

BaBy BOOmErS
• 37% of this segment has a Facebook account. 8

•  Older DIYers are more likely than their younger 
counterparts to rely on non-digital sources for 
home improvement such as television shows, 
customer service, and in-store print handouts. 9

•  Most likely DIY segment to shop Home Depot or 
Lowes for home décor. 10 2 SUrVeYS: 245 responses

Two pieces of mounted drywall were set up during a 
school day on a main breezeway of Temple University’s 
campus providing students the opportunity to paint a 
portion of a wall. Millennials used Glidden paint samples 
to paint their own creative masterpieces while answering 
questions about their past painting experiences.

Separate focus groups were conducted for each of the 
three female segments to gain insight from consumers on 
Glidden’s brand perception vs. competitors, purchasing 
considerations, and painting inspiration. 

FOUr FOcUS GrOUPS: 
2 Millennial, 1 Female DIYer, 1 Baby Boomer

WALL eXPO [Millennials]

3 out of 4 Millennials and Baby Boomers know that Walmart sells paint; 
most Millennials don’t know they sell Glidden. Almost 30% of Baby 
Boomers recognize the Glidden brand and know that paint is available at 
Walmart. 60% of Female DIYers know that Walmart sells paint; most don’t 
know they sell Glidden paint.

Brand awareness varies among Segments

Painting is Not a Simple Process, But it’s rewarding
All consumer segments consider painting to be a long, laborious process. 
Simplifying in-store experiences, websites, apps, and the like will help 
make painting projects easier. All segments often look for shortcuts 
when it comes to home decorating projects. All segments take pride in 
their finished paint projects. After creating something new and unique, all 
DIYers are overwhelmed with a great sense of accomplishment.

Inexperienced Segments Are eager To Learn
The Millennial and female DIYer segments have much less experience 
with paint projects than the baby boomers. however, they are very 
proactive in seeking out information. Millennials are willing to learn and 
look forward to completing projects themselves. Based on our survey 
findings, all three segments turn to the Internet and professionals as the 
primary go-to sources for home improvement advice.

Sources Of Inspiration For Diy home Improvement Are Varied

kEy iNSightS
Three primary research tactics were utilized to gain insight into 
our target markets. They include focus groups, digital surveys, 
and product testing. This range of tactics allowed us to explore 
the entirety of the painting process through the eyes of our 
target audience.
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Glidden will be the most inspirational, convenient, 
and affordable wall paint that best facilitates the 
painting process from start to finish.  

cAMPAIGN INSIGhT
We are given the opportunity to change the way that consumers perceive the 
Glidden-Walmart partnership. Our focus is on the quality and inspiration that 
is extended to all DIY painting projects from the integration of Glidden paint at 
Walmart. Glidden will engage with DIYers to inspire new projects while providing 
convenience and quality. Through the Glidden-Walmart partnership, female DIY 
consumers of all painting skill level are offered affordability and endless creative 
possibilities for their painting projects.

INSPIrATIONAL MeSSAGe
Our creative approach will encourage our target audience to embark on DIY 
painting projects with the help of Glidden paint. By relating painting projects to 
stages of life, consumers will recognize their need for redecorating and renewing 
their space. Consumers will understand that the availability of Glidden paint 
at Walmart retailers provides them with an affordable, helpful and convenient 
resource for DIY projects, no matter one’s level of painting skill. Our goal is for 
Glidden paint to provide consumers with inspiration and other valuable resources 
for painting projects at every stage of life. 

TONe OF INSPIrATION
Our creative execution must be genuine and relatable to female DIYers of all 
three segments. The nature of our creative work must also be inspiring, mature, 
passionate, and very realistic in order to influence consumers’ inspiration and 
purchase consideration. Our target audience is highly influenced by sophisticated 
and tasteful messaging, which will serve to improve the perception of Glidden’s 
paint quality. 

5
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y

OBJEctivE 

The campaign will establish awareness among all female 
DIYers, including current Walmart consumers, of Glidden 
paint available at Walmart. The campaign will strengthen 
the perception of quality of Glidden paint and ultimately 
increase purchase consideration and sales. 

targEt
All female consumers who undertake DIY projects for 
creative enjoyment and economic savings, with a focus 
on the segments:
•  Millennial Walmart shoppers who purchase many 

products at Walmart including those from the home 
department. 

•  Loyal Walmart paint shoppers with young families and 
lower incomes who undertake family-focused DIY 
projects.

•  Baby Boomer Walmart shoppers who are experienced 
painters and use paint to refresh their home.

OutcOmE
Our inspirational creative strategy will encourage female 
DIYers to begin new projects during all stages of life. 
These consumers will seek out Glidden paint as well 
as all necessary painting products at Walmart stores to 
complete their DIY painting projects. DIY consumers 
will find the Glidden – Walmart partnership a painless, 
affordable, and valuable resource.

crEativE BriEF

4

Glidden is a new beginning. Glidden is that loving guidance flowing through you as you paint your space with 
delicate precision. It’s that ease you feel when the job is done, when your hearts out of the paint bucket and on 
to the wall. Glidden is for you because you’re proactive. You see beauty in your life where it doesn’t yet exist; 
you make your world new and exciting.

Glidden admires your quality. We’re always there to help make an improvement in your life. We’re the right hand 
of difference makers; we’re your instrument of creation. Consider for a moment that everyone you encounter 
is at a different stage in their life than every other person in the world. We’re with you step by step through the 
seasons of your life.  

We aren’t trying to change the world, just a little piece of yours. Wherever your space is, we’ll be there.

Glidden, Life Inspired.

crEativE maNiFEStO

Through traditional and nontraditional media, 
Glidden paint will provide inspiration for  
Do-It-Yourself projects that relate to the life  
stages of our consumer segments. 

StratEgyPOSITIONING
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PrINT
Our print advertisements were created with all three segments in 
mind. They are meant to look like Facebook timeline events. This will 
appeal to our Millennial and Female DIYers. However, we were careful 
not to alienate the Baby Boomers and made sure that the ads were 
still understandable to the older audience. The icons relate to typical 
events in the lives of all three segments. 

IN-STOre FLOOr
Glidden’s in-store floor promotions inspire Walmart shoppers to start a painting project or lead them to 
the Glidden paint aisle during their visit to Walmart. The in-store promotional vinyl tiles are placed on the 
floor tiles in aisles such as dairy or produce, which are unrelated to home décor. Within each of the tiles 
are Glidden’s unique paint colors such as sweet baby boy, country house, cool cobalt, and nautical blue.
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“Invite the possibility to 
 paint and to be creative.  
      ”Female DIYer, age 31
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WEBSitE 
The redesigned Glidden website will allow consumers to shop for Glidden products 
online and gain inspiration and information for new DIY projects. Inspirational features 
of the website include project examples, DIY tips, blogs, contests, newsletters, and 
a My Life Inspired page which coincides with our new Glidden mobile app. Other 
features include a store locator and a user account to My Life Inspired. The website 
is integrated with the Glidden social media pages of Pinterest, Twitter, Facebook, 
Instagram, and Youtube.  

hOMePAGe
The upper section of the homepage plays the digital commercial as the user loads the 
website. Once the video ends, the user is able to share their inspiration by clicking on 
the link that appears. Below the video box are 5 promotional banners on an interactive 
slider, including the digital commercial. Each promotion is organized with a specific 
color block that allows users to manipulate the slider and choose their topic of 
interest. Promotions include the Glidden e-newsletter, Walmart, DIY Tips, and the Pin 
to Win contest. All banners click-through to their corresponding subpage. 

Below the promotional scroll are images that promote the My Life Inspired section of 
the website. The arrows located on both sides allow the user to scroll through other 
inspirational photos. The Learn More link will take the user to the My Life Inspired 
page where users can either sign up or login to enter their account. My Life Inspired 
accounts can be accessed through an existing Facebook account. Features of this 
section are equivalent to the My Life Inspired app and allow users to upload images, 
receive project material lists, and save projects.

Further below on the homepage is a promotion for Glidden’s Pin to Win contest 
featured on Pinterest. Themed images scroll using the side arrows and provide 
examples of inspirational DIY project images. All images click-through to the same  
link of the official Glidden Pin to Win contest entry form. 

SUBPAGe
The Glidden DIY Page is accessible within the main navigation of the 
Glidden homepage under DIY Tips. This page provides DIY paint ideas 
for users. The first section, Step by Step, provides instructions for 
project ideas. Users can choose a project through the image scroll, click 
on it, and receive step-by-step instructions to complete the project.

Underneath the instructions is a recommended supplies section that 
suggests a list of Walmart products to use to complete the project.

Below is the Video Tutorials section, designed similarly to the previous 
section, with an image scroll to choose from. Users can choose the 
desired room to watch a video tutorial on. Once a room image is clicked, 
the video tutorial appears and plays above the scroll. 

CONTACT US NEWSLETTER  STORE LOCATOR  

LOGIN> REGISTER>      #MYLIFEINSPIRED

LOGIN WITH FACEBOOKLOGIN WITH FACEBOOK

CONTACT US NEWSLETTER STORE LOCATOR          #MYLIFEINSPIRED          LOGIN>  REGISTER>

     SHOP  PROJECTS   DIY TIPS BLOG  myLifeInspired

LOGIN WITH FACEBOOK

Visit mylifeinspired to help you put flint to steel; or more literally paint to surface. 
From concept to creation we've got you covered.
                     

LEARN MORE >

LEARN MORE >

MY
LIFE

INSPIRED

MY LIFE.
MY INSPIRATION.

SHARE YOUR INSPIRATION

MY INSPIRATION PIN TO WINDO IT YOURSELFWALMARTNEWSLETTER

FOR A CHANCE TO BE FEATURED IN OUR NEXT VIDEO!

Recently engaged? Just married? New home? Use these images as color inspiration for your 
new blank walls. Pin your own photos using #mylifeinspired/wedding for a chance to win 
a Room Makeover! LEARN MORE >

STEP BY STEP

TUTORIALS
BEDROOM

KITCHEN

NURSERY

BATHROOM

LIVING ROOM

OUTDOOR

CUSTOM PATTERN

RECOMMENDED SUPPLIES

1

2

3

4

CUSTOM PATTERNMULTICOLOR PATTERN ANIMAL PRINTSZIG ZAGS

PAINTING CEILINGS ALL ABOUT BORDERS MIXING LIGHTS & DARKS PAINTING WITH WALLPAPER

CONTACT US NEWSLETTER STORE LOCATOR          #MYLIFEINSPIRED          LOGIN>  REGISTER>

     SHOP  PROJECTS   DIY TIPS BLOG  myLifeInspired

LOGIN WITH FACEBOOK

CONTACT US NEWSLETTER  STORE LOCATOR  

LOGIN> REGISTER>      #MYLIFEINSPIRED

LOGIN WITH FACEBOOK

Prep your walls by wiping them down with a damp 
cloth and applying one coat of Glidden primer. 

Change roller sleeve to a 3/4" nap sleeve. Wrap 
heavy duty yarn around roller, moderately spaced, 
and tie-off the ends. 

Cut-in edges with a 4" brush. Roll-on primer with a 
1/2" nap sleeve on a 6" roller in vertical passes. 
Make sure to overlap roller passes by 2"-3".

Apply at least two coats of Glidden flat finish, interior 
latex paint.  Cut-in edges with a 4" brush. Roll-on 
paint with a 3/4" nap sleeve on a 6" roller in vertical 
passes. Make sure to overlap roller passes by 2"-3".
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Prep your walls by wiping them down with a damp 
cloth and applying one coat of Glidden primer. 

Change roller sleeve to a 3/4" nap sleeve. Wrap 
heavy duty yarn around roller, moderately spaced, 
and tie-off the ends. 

Cut-in edges with a 4" brush. Roll-on primer with a 
1/2" nap sleeve on a 6" roller in vertical passes. 
Make sure to overlap roller passes by 2"-3".

Apply at least two coats of Glidden flat finish, interior 
latex paint.  Cut-in edges with a 4" brush. Roll-on 
paint with a 3/4" nap sleeve on a 6" roller in vertical 
passes. Make sure to overlap roller passes by 2"-3".
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The Glidden brand will have a presence among every major social network in order to engage and 
interact with consumers on a regular basis. 

SOcial mEdia

PINTereST provides an opportunity to promote the Glidden message through visual 
imagery, by creating a diverse set of pin boards. Glidden will provide fans with visual 
inspiration and will become a resource for all users to gain motivation and ideas for 
DIY home projects. Content on Pinterest has a longer lifespan than other networks, 
which allows content to be discovered at any time.

A Pinterest cONtESt will also be utilized for its unique opportunities to invite users 
to pin specific images for prize incentives. The contest requires users to repin a 
specific Glidden image that not only promotes the contest, but is designed to track 
user information. The contest also requires users to pin their own inspirational image. 
Inspirational images from the contest will populate into a live stream on the contest 
pages and on Walmart in-store smart TVs, creating an active community both online 
and at point of purchase. Contest winners will be selected at random. The grand prize 
winners will be informed of their selection and awarded their prize through a 3rd party 
contest fulfillment agency. (eg. Eprize). Glidden will hire designers and contractors to 
complete a room redesign for the grand prize winner.
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FacEBOOk is a prime platform for 
connecting with consumers to share 
original brand content, provide tips 
for product usage, and to promote 
sales, discounts, and Glidden-related 
events. The Glidden Facebook page 
will engage followers through open 
discussion about paint and home 
interior DIY projects.

Facebook will provide access to our 
Pinterest and Instagram accounts, 
allowing our many Facebook followers 
to experience Glidden on other 
platforms. A Pinterest contest entry 
portal is found on a Facebook tab and 
Instagram posts are shared on the 
Glidden Facebook page. 

tWittEr will be utilized to share articles and stories 
that are geared towards inspiring consumers to paint 
and take on home-improvement projects. Twitter will 
work as a means of customer support by responding 
to all engagements at an efficient rate. This platform 
continues to facilitate the brand connection with 
consumers on relatable and familiar terms.

An account designed primarily for weekly twitter chats 
will encourage consumers to discuss home DIY projects 
while gaining information and tips from experts. Twitter 
chats will provide a weekly home improvement resource 
for consumers and will introduce users to DIY bloggers 
and interior design experts. The use of twitter chats will 
establish an online Glidden community, where users 
interact and share information through various channels 
relating to home DIY projects.

The new My Life Inspired app is designed to inspire project ideas and be a helpful 
resource for DIYers. Features of the app require a user account that can be 
accessed through a Facebook login. A My Life Inspired account provides access to 
a gallery of user generated DIY projects, memory space to upload photos and save 
projects, and material lists for projects. Project material lists are generated from 
Walmart’s product inventory and can be sent via email to be printed by the user.

MOBILe APP
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IN-STOre MONITOr DISPLAY
In-store smart TVs will display photos generated from Glidden’s Pinterest contest of DIY inspiration. Images of 
other consumer’s project inspiration will encourage shoppers to start their own painting project with Glidden and 
as engage with the brand on social media. 
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digital advErtiSiNg 

12

BANNer AD PLAceMeNT
Glidden digital banners will be placed strategically 
on DIY related websites to advertise the product, 
newsletter, Pinterest contest, and availability at 
Walmart. Each banner has a corresponding call to 
action, such as to enter the Pinterest contest, or 
to sign up for Glidden’s newsletter, or to start your 
next project at Walmart. 

”
“[Painting] should be 

fun and inspirational. 
It should match the 
attitude of the person.  
       Female Millennial, age 22

digital cOmmErcialS
Our commercials aim to compare life stages with 
the need for a DIY paint job. Each commercial plot 
provides women of that segment with inspiration 
to paint caused by a new life transition, whether it 
is a first real job, a new home, or an empty nest. 
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SchEduliNg
The entire advertising campaign runs between the mild-weather months of May 2014-October 
2014, when paint sales are highest and consumers are most inspired to undertake DIY home 
projects. The planned advertising schedule is in accordance with changes in DIY inspiration due 
to time of year. The media schedule provides the campaign with messaging continuity through 
all platforms and targeted consumer segments. 

The campaign kicks-off with a pulse of social media, relying heavily on a Pinterest contest active 
in the months of May, July, and September, attracting young and new DIYers to engage with 
Glidden content. Local digital placements have two, 2-month flights at the beginning of the 
campaign (May-June) and again through August – September. Digital flights coincide with the 
changes in season to utilize new creative to inspire DIY projects and the use of Glidden paint.

To provide continual frequency and reach to the baby boomer segment, our print media plan 
employs a local 6-month flight throughout the campaign. Nationally, the schedule is also 
continuous with the use of Facebook ads, Google ad words, in-store promotions, and the 
Glidden e-newsletter. All placements carry our messaging nationwide throughout the entire 
campaign, across multiple platforms to reach all targeted consumer segments. 

StratEgy
To establish Glidden brand awareness and 
encourage consideration of Glidden paint and 
DIY projects among female Walmart shoppers 
across the nation. Media tactics reach all 
three target segments and include a focus on 
local regions of highest Walmart consumption 
and loyalty.

OvErviEW 
The 2014 Glidden “Life Inspired” campaign 
will utilize a mix of traditional and non-
traditional media to maximize and extend our 
reach and messaging frequency to all three 
target segments.

MeDIA PLAN
28 5 12 19 26 2 9 16 23 30 7 14 21 28 4 11 18 25 1 8 15 22 29 6 13 20

Local Insertions Cost Cost	  (AG): %	  of	  Budget

Magazine
BH&G 4C 6 356,170 $2,050,020 21%

Digital
HGTV.com 300x250 CPM	  16.70 $1,799,590 18%

Content	  Sponsorship 728x90 CPM	  15.40 $1,434,000 14%

HGTVremodels.com

The	  House	  Councelor	  Blog 300x250 CPM	  16.70 $1,799,590 18%

BHG.com

National
Google	  Adwords $3,000 0%

Social	  Media
Twitter $0

Pinterest $0

Instagram $0

Youtube $0

Facebook Account $0

300	  x	  250 180 $20/day $3,600 0%

In-‐Store

Walmart floor	  ads 3,500	  stores $200/store $700,000 7%

Walmart Smart	  TVs 3,500	  stores $800/store $2,000,000 20%

Production:
Video $200,000 2%

E-‐newsletter $1,200 $0

My	  Life	  Inspired	  app

Contest	  Prizes $9,000 0%

May June SeptemberAugustJuly

Glidden	  at	  Walmart
2014	  Media	  Flowchart

October

Lousiana,	  Missouri,	  West	  Virgina,	  New	  Hampshire,	  Kentuck,	  Alabama,	  Kansas,	  Mississippi,	  Oklahoma,	  Arkansas,	  

mEdia FlOW chart

GeOGrAPhY
29%  of the overall budget is allotted to a national media buy including ads on Facebook and in-store floor promotions within all Walmart 
stores throughout the country. Pinterest contests, Twitter Chats, and Glidden Facebook and Instagram accounts saturate the national online 
social DIY market.

71% of the budget is allocated to a local buy utilized to efficiently reach the target audience within budget. Print magazine insertions are 
bought regionally in the top 10 Walmart markets of the US. Digital ads on HGTV.com and the HGTVremodels.com blog are geotargeted to 
saturate states of highest Walmart consumption.   

$10,000,000

14

100%

0%

21%	  

50%	  

27%	  

0%	   2%	   Budget	  
Print	   Online	   In-‐Store	   Social	   Crea7ve	  Produc7on	  
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tacticS 
lOcal | PrINT
A regional print buy extends campaign reach to the baby boomer 
segment in the top 10 markets of highest Walmart consumption. 11 
Print advertisements offer vibrant aesthetics and tangibility, which 
lends itself to our campaign strategy. Through relatable and inspiring 
messaging, print ads will encourage consumers to redecorate, and 
associate with Glidden.

Better Homes & Gardens magazine provides vast readership 
within our target segment and contributes to the overall reach of 
the campaign. A local 6-month flight from May - October in Better 
Homes & Gardens will effectively reach our oldest target segment, 
encouraging Walmart loyalists to purchase Glidden paint. BH&G 
editorial includes budget decorating, innovation, and style.

lOcal | ONliNE
Our media plan includes regional digital placements within the top 
10 states of highest Walmart consumption. Digital banners on HGTV.
com are located among relevant content on the website and continue 
to extend campaign reach in heavy Wal-Mart markets. HGTV.com has 
high readership among our target segments and will guide consumers 
to Glidden’s website and social community. 

Digital banners are regionally placed on the HGTVremodels.com 
blog, “The House Counselor”. These placements directly reach the 
DIY home project community, extending Glidden’s reach to a niche 
audience of DIYers. 

A national Google Adwords campaign actively drives web users to the 
newly redesigned Glidden website. Users are directed to the entire 
online Glidden community through the website and social media 
networks. The use of Google Adwords increases the frequency of 
Glidden’s messaging found on various online platforms. 

Our monthly Glidden e-newsletter reaches a niche market of DIYer 
brand loyalists with inspiration, tips, and news of the painting world. 
E-newsletters offer frequency of the Glidden campaign to a specific 
target of DIY enthusiasts, whom which are necessary to retain as 
Glidden consumers.

NatiONal | SOcial
Social media networks, Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter, 
Instagram, and Youtube, continue to extend Glidden’s national 
reach.  Social media networks also provide Glidden with the 
opportunity for increasing advertising frequency with the use 
of network updates in which all content is campaign related.  
Glidden’s social media is integrated through all networks to 
efficiently provide the Glidden online experience and engage 
consumers on all platforms. 

Facebook is utilized as an advertising medium and a social 
networking tool. National Facebook ads targeted specifically 
to females within our demographics further extend Glidden’s 
reach. A national Pinterest contest brings recognition and traffic 
to Glidden’s social media platforms. YouTube is utilized for its 
capacity to distribute the Glidden digital commercial, gaining a 
large reach among interested consumers. 

NatiONal | mOBilE
A new and improved Glidden app, My Life Inspired, enters the 
mobile market continuing our campaign frequency.  This app 
will primarily reach the millennial segment and provide users 
with helpful tools for DIY painting. 

NATIONAL | IN-STOre
Smart TV monitors in the Glidden paint section at Walmart are 
designed to display user generated images of inspiration linked 
to the Pinterest #myLifeInspired contest. In-store monitors 
continue frequency of Glidden’s “Life Inspired” messaging 
among Walmart and Glidden consumers. 

Glidden-designed floor decals are located within all Walmart 
stores across the nation during the 6-month campaign, 
continuing frequency of the Glidden message. Decals bring 
Glidden awareness and inspiration to Walmart consumers and 
strive to send traffic to the paint section of the store.  

16

MILLENIALS

WOMEN OF WALMART

BABY BOOMERS

SEgmENt ENgagEmENt Blog Archive. (2011). The Ten States Where Walmart is Everywhere. Retrieved February 11th, 2013. 11

MILLENNIALS 

FEMALE DIYers

BABY BOOMERS
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PrINT ADVerTISeMeNTS
Print ads are targeted to the all three target segments. The ads are created to inspire females 
by using icons that resemble Facebook timeline events with coinciding images and reasons 
to paint. We will track the effectiveness of these ads by measuring whether or not there is an 
increase in Glidden paint purchases by the all three segments. We will also track visits to the 
website using a unique URL within each ad’s call to action.
 
IN-STOre DISPLAYS
In order to measure effectiveness of in-store displays, foot traffic surrounding Glidden displays 
and paint department purchases will be tracked. An increase in not only paint sales, but also 
paint supplies will prove the effectiveness of the in-store displays.

digital
APP
In addition to tracking downloads, analytical code to the app will be programmed into the app. 
This will provide tracking of which features are most used and drop-off rates. We will track the 
amount of users who create checklists and how many are forwarded to emails. 
These results can be delivered in real time.

WEBSitE
Website hits and analytics will be tracked to determine which website features are most 
utilized by users. Metrics are developed similarly to the app, and are also delivered in real time.

BaNNEr advErtiSEmENtS
Banner ads will direct people to different landing pages on the website. By tracking what 
landing pages are most visited, we will be able to gain metrics for which banner ads are 
providing the highest ROI.
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mOSt truStEd SOurcES OF 
hOMe IMPrOVeMeNT ADVIce

The larger the box, the more trusted the source, 
according to the survey respondents. 

PINTereST/INSTAGrAM
To determine concrete engagement numbers of our 
content and user interaction, we will utilize an image 
tracking software. This will enable us to adjust the 
campaign on visual social networks according to 
which content sees the most engagement. We are 
also able to track users who share our content. Key 
performance indicators include comments, likes, 
and re-shares of content both organically and on 
our brand page. 

FAceBOOk/TWITTer
Along with traditional social engagement metrics 
(likes, comments, re-shares), text based analytics 
tools can perform a sentiment analysis of our 
followers’ engagement. These tools can be used 
to track key phrases and hashtags in real time, 
ensuring that every message that mentions Glidden 
sees a response. 

These monitoring tools are well equipped to track 
and respond to all user engagements. This allows 
the campaign to leverage real time marketing 
techniques when social networks are experiencing 
peak engagement. 

traditiONal SOcial 
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